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Abstract

The Direct Matrix Method Interaction Theory (IT) proposed by [1] speeds

up the computation of hydrodynamic coefficients for large arrays of bodies

when compared to direct calculations using standard Boundary Element Method

(BEM) solvers. One of the most computationally expensive parts of the matrix

method is the calculation of two hydrodynamic operators, known as Diffraction

Transfer Matrix (DTM) and Radiation Characteristics (RC), which describe

the way an isolated geometry scatters and radiates waves, respectively. A third

operator, called Force Transfer Matrix (FTM), was introduced by [2] to facili-

tate the calculation of the forces exerted on the bodies. In this paper, a novel

set of relations between the FTM and RC components is obtained using the

Kochin functions specific to the cylindrical basis solutions. They extend the

classical Haskind’s relations, valid with incident plane waves, to the cylindri-

cal components of the scattered and radiated fields. Moreover, an alternative

demonstration of the identities is given, which does not rely on the far-field

asymptotic representation of the potential. Additional expressions are provided

that relate the hydrodynamic coefficients and the RC for isolated bodies as well

as for arrays, and numerical checking of the derived mathematical expressions

is presented. These new relations can be used to speed up calculation of the

hydrodynamic operators required for the use of the IT and to test its accuracy.
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1. Introduction

The finite-depth Direct Matrix Method interaction theory (IT) proposed by

[1] enables efficient solution of the multiple-scattering problem [3] for large arrays

of identical floating bodies. It requires two hydrodynamic operators, known as

Diffraction Transfer Matrix (DTM) and Radiation Characteristics (RC), which5

model the way a body scatters and radiates waves respectively. A method for

calculating these operators was presented by [1] and generalization to bodies of

arbitrary shape is attributed to [4].

The IT has been used in various contexts, such as hydrodynamic interactions

between vessels [5, 6], large fields of ice floes in the marginal ice zone [7] and10

very large floating structures [8]. [2] applied it to large arrays of wave energy

converters and derived a novel method for computing both the DTM and a new

operator referred to as Force Transfer Matrix (FTM). Recently, [9] illustrated

the frequency-dependent patterns of the DTM and the RC, and compared the

methodologies of [2] and [4].15

Expression of the excitation forces of an isolated body in terms of the radi-

ation Kochin function is a classical result of hydrodynamics [10, 11] and can be

obtained by substituting the far-field representation of the radiation potential in

the Haskind’s relation [12]. Following a different procedure, the radiation damp-

ing coefficients for an isolated body can also be related to the radiation Kochin20

function. Both identities have been generalized to arrays of bodies [10, 11].

As shown by [13], the Kochin function is closely linked to the asymptotic form

at infinity of the cylindrical solution to the multiple-scattering boundary value

problem obtained from the IT.

In section 2, we introduce this Kochin function representation into the re-25

lations between the radiation Kochin function and both the excitation forces

and the radiation damping coefficients for isolated bodies. As a result, simple

relationships are obtained between the RC and the FTM on the one hand, and
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between the radiation damping coefficients and the FTM on the other. To the

authors’ knowledge, these identities have not previously been presented in this30

form in the literature. An alternative derivation of the RC-FTM relation that

does not require use of its far-field representation is also demonstrated, using

Haskind’s relation and the properties of Hankel functions. A derivation of the

relationship between the radiation damping coefficients and the RC that makes

use of the asymptotic properties of Bessel functions of the first and second kind35

is provided for completeness.

In section 3, the relationships between the RC and the excitation forces

and between the radiation damping coefficients and the RC are generalized to

arrays of bodies. In this case, incorporation of the complex scattered coefficients

solution of the multiple-scattering problem is required.40

Finally, the obtained identities are verified numerically, both for an isolated

truncated vertical cylinder, and for an array of four cylinders. For the latter case,

results are compared with validation data generated by [14] for an arrangement

of the bodies prone to the phenomena of near-trapped modes; good agreement

is obtained.45

2. Isolated body

The first step of the method (hereafter referred to as IT) proposed by [1],

for solving the multiple-scattering problem for an array of identical bodies is to

characterize the way an isolated geometry scatters and radiates waves. Both

wave fields, as well as the ambient incident plane waves, can be represented50

as a cylindrical eigenfunction expansion. When embedded into the classical

form of Haskind’s Relation [12], novel expressions relating the terms of the

hydrodynamic operators required by the IT are obtained.

2.1. Haskind’s Relation

Haskind’s Relation [12] enables the excitation force to be expressed in terms55

of radiation parameters. In this section we provide a brief reminder of its deriva-

tion, which can be found for instance in [15].
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The excitation force acting on a body with wetted surface Sb (Figure 1) can

be written as:

F kex = iωρ

∫
Sb

(φI + φS)nkdS (1)

where φI is the incident potential, φS the scattered potential, nk the generalized

direction cosine with respect to Sb and ω the angular frequency.

The boundary condition on the radiation potential φR,k, corresponding to

degree of freedom k, is:

nk =
∂φR,k

∂n
(2)

where φR,k is the radiated potential in the k-th degree of freedom.60

In addition, the radiation boundary condition at infinity on φR,k reads:

∂φR,k

∂r
= ik0φ

R,k +O(k0r)
−3/2 k0r →∞ (3)

As both the scattered (φS) and the radiated (φR) potentials satisfy both the

free surface boundary condition and the radiation condition at infinity, it follows

from Green’s theorem that:∫
Sb

(
φS
∂φR,k

∂n
− ∂φS

∂n
φR,k

)
dS = 0 (4)

By substituting (2) into (1) and by making use of (4), we have:

F kex = iωρ

∫
Sb

(
φI
∂φR,k

∂n
+ φR,k

∂φS

∂n

)
dS (5)

Finally, expression (5) can be rewritten by making use of the diffraction

boundary condition on the wetted surface of the body:

∂φS

∂n
= −∂φ

I

∂n
(6)

leading to the Haskind relation:

F kex = iωρ

∫
Sb

(
φI
∂φR,k

∂n
− φR,k ∂φ

I

∂n

)
dS (7)

even more simply:

F kex = iωρ

∫
Sb

(
φInk − φR,k ∂φ

I

∂n

)
dS (8)

- a powerful formula that allows evaluation of the excitation force without solv-

ing the diffraction problem explicitly.
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2.2. Eigenfunction expansion of the scattered potentials

The radiated wave field of an isolated geometry in the context of the IT in [1]

is expressed using a basis of cylindrical eigenfunctions defined with respect to a

local cylindrical coordinate system. These are generally referred to as outgoing

partial cylindrical waves, and are combined to form a series expansion composed

of both progressive waves propagating to the far-field, and evanescent standing

waves responsible for adapting of the local flow to the body boundary condition

in the near-field. In this form, the radiation potential reads:

φR,k(r, θ, z) = φR,kF (r, θ, z) + φR,kN (r, θ, z) = f(z)ΛR,k(r, θ) + ΓR,k(r, θ, z) (9)

with:

f(z) =
cosh k0(z + d)

cosh k0d
(10)

ΛR,k(r, θ) =

∞∑
m=−∞

Rk0mHm(k0r) e
imθ (11)

ΓR,k(r, θ, z) =

∞∑
m=−∞

∞∑
n=1

σn(z)RknmKm(knr) e
imθ (12)

σn(z) = cos kn(z + d) (13)

where φR,kF and φR,kN are the far-field and near-field contributions of φR,k re-

spectively, Hm is the m-th order Hankel function of the first kind, Km is the

m-th order modified Bessel function of the second kind, d the water depth, Rknm

are complex radiated cylindrical wave coefficients which shall be referred to

herein as Radiation Characteristics (RC), and k0 and kn are the wave numbers

obtained from the following dispersion equations:

k0 tanh(k0d) =
ω2

g
; kn tan knd = −ω

2

g
(14)

2.3. Eigenfunction expansion of incoming potentials

Implementation of the interaction theory involves expressing the potentials

of all waves incident on the body on a basis of cylindrical eigenfunctions. These

include the incident plane wave on a single body, but also, when it is part of
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an array, the potential of all waves scattered by other bodies and incident on

the current body. All these wave systems can be expressed as a superposition

of incident partial cylindrical waves by making use of a fundamental property

of Bessel functions [16]. This leads to the following expression for any incident

wave potential:

φI(r, θ, z) = φIF (r, θ, z) + φIN (r, θ, z) = f(z)ΛI(r, θ) + ΓI(r, θ, z) (15)

with:

f(z) =
cosh k0(z + d)

cosh k0d
(16)

ΛI(r, θ) =

∞∑
m=−∞

aI0m Jm(k0r) e
imθ (17)

ΓI(r, θ, z) =

∞∑
m=−∞

∞∑
n=1

σn(z) aInm Im(knr) e
imθ (18)

σn(z) = cos kn(z + d) (19)

where φI is the total incident potential, with φIF and φIN its far-field and near-65

field contributions respectively, Jm is the m-th order Bessel function of the first

kind, Im the m-th order modified Bessel function of the first kind, and aI0m

and aInm are complex ambient incident cylindrical wave coefficients, which are

functions only of the wave frequency ω and its propagation direction β.

As a particular case among these incident wave field components, the am-70

bient incident wave is composed of only progressive terms, and can therefore

be expressed without any near-field contribution (ΓI = 0). In the context of

the multiple-scattering method, however, in which scattered and radiated waves

generated by a body become incident to the neighbouring ones, it becomes im-

portant to account for the near-field as well, especially when the bodies stand75

in close proximity to each other.

2.4. Relationship between the Force Transfer Matrix and the Radiation Charac-

teristics

The Haskind relation (7) in 2.1 is used as a starting point for the following

derivation. To begin with, the excitation force (F kex) is expressed using the
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Figure 1: Schematic of the domains used for the application of the Green’s theorem. Free sur-

face (SL); body’s wetted surface (Sb); body’s circumscribing cylinder radius (Rc); cylindrical

surface infinitesimally larger than the body’s circumscribing cylinder (Sεc), seabed (F ); limit

of the domain at infinity (S∞); domain interior to the circumscribing cylinder (Ωint); domain

comprised between the circumscribing cylinder and the cylindrical surface at infinity (Ωout).

definition of the FTM (G) given by [2] as:

F kex =

∞∑
m=−∞

Gk
0ma

I
0m (20)

where Gk
0m corresponds to the m-th element of the k-th row of the FTM and aI0m

represents the m-th term of the ambient incident wave cylindrical coefficients80

vector.

Direct substitution of (20) into (7) leads to:

∞∑
m=−∞

Gk
0ma

I
0m = iωρ

∫
Sb

(
φI
∂φR,k

∂n
− φR,k ∂φ

I

∂n

)
dS (21)

The expressions of the incident and radiated potentials using the base of par-

tial cylindrical wave functions are only valid outside the circumscribing cylinder

of the body (Ωout) (Figure 1). Thus, by means of Green’s theorem, we seek to

express the surface integral in expression (21) on a control surface instead of on

the body’s wetted surface (Sb). Generally, a cylinder of infinite radius is used

together with the asymptotic expression of the potential. In this case, we have

chosen a cylindrical surface infinitesimally larger than the body’s circumscribing

cylinder (Sεc) to allow for the use of Green’s theorem in the fluid domain (Ωint)
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limited by Sb, S
ε
c , the free-surface and the seabed (Figure 1):∫

Sεc+Sb

(
φI
∂φR,k

∂n
− φR,k ∂φ

I

∂n

)
dS = 0 (22)

in which it is implicit that the contribution from the integrals on the free surface

and the seabed are zero.

By using (22), expression (21) can be written as:

∞∑
m=−∞

Gk
0ma

I
0m = −iρω

∫
Sεc

(
φI
∂φR,k

∂n
− φR,k ∂φ

I

∂n

)
dS (23)

Now, substituting the expressions of the radiated (9) and incident (15) potentials

into (23), and taking ΓI = 0 for the ambient incident wave, we have:

∞∑
m=−∞

Gk
0ma

I
0m = −iρω

∫ 0

−d
f(z)2dz

∫ 2π

0

(
ΛI
∂ΛR,k

∂n
− ΛR,k

∂ΛI

∂n

)
Rε dθ−

iρω

∫ 0

−d

∫ 2π

0

(
f(z)ΛI

∂ΓR,k

∂n
− ΓR,kf(z)

∂ΛI

∂n

)
Rε dθdz (24)

where Rε is the radius of a cylindrical surface infinitesimally larger than the

body’s circumscribing cylinder.85

With respect to the first term on the right hand side of (24), the depth

integral is evaluated using:

ω

∫ 0

−d
f(z)2dz =

cg
k0

ω2

g
(25)

where cg is the group velocity given by:

cg =
1

2

ω

k0

(
1 +

2k0d

sinh 2k0d

)
(26)

For convenience we define the first integral in θ to be I:

I =

∫ 2π

0

(
ΛI
∂ΛR,k

∂n
− ΛR,k

∂ΛI

∂n

)
Rε dθ (27)

Substituting the definitions of ΛI and ΛR,k into the previous expression:

I =

∫ 2π

0

( ∞∑
m=−∞

aI0mJm(k0r)

∞∑
q=−∞

Rk0q
∂Hq(k0r)

∂n
|r=Rε

)
ei(m+q)θRεdθ−

∫ 2π

0

( ∞∑
m=−∞

aI0m
∂Jm(k0r)

∂n
|r=Rε

∞∑
q=−∞

Rk0qHq(k0r)

)
ei(m+q)θRεdθ (28)
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The only non-zero contributions of the terms ei(m+q)θ to the integral in θ come

from the case where m = −q and they are equal to 2π. Thus, (28) can be

rewritten:

I = 2πRε
∞∑

m=−∞
aI0mR

k
0−m

(
Jm(k0r)

∂H−m(k0r)

∂r
− ∂Jm(k0r)

∂r
H−m(k0r)

)
(29)

The expression in parentheses in (29) can be rewritten using the following iden-

tities for Bessel and Hankel functions [17]:

Jm =
1

2
(H(1)

m +H(2)
m ) (30)

H
(1)
−m = (−1)mH(1)

m (31)

leading to:

I = 2πRε
∞∑

m=−∞
aI0mR

k
0−m

1

2
(−1)m

(
H(2)
m (k0r)

∂H
(1)
m (k0r)

∂r
|r=Rε −

∂H
(2)
m (k0r)

∂r
|r=Rε H(1)

m (k0r)

)
(32)

The term in brackets can now be related to the Wronskian of H
(1)
m and H

(2)
m

[17]:

−W (H(1)
m , H(2)

m ) = H(2)
m (k0r)

∂H
(1)
m (k0r)

∂r
|r=Rε −

∂H
(2)
m (k0r)

∂r
|r=Rε H(1)

m (k0r) = − 4i

πRε
(33)

Substituting (33) into (32):

I = 4i

∞∑
m=−∞

(−1)maI0mR
k
0−m (34)

Let us now evaluate the second term of the summation on the right hand

side of equation (24). We define the first and second terms of the integral in θz

to be:

I2 =

∫ 0

−d

∫ 2π

0

f(z)ΛI
∂ΓR,k

∂r
Rεdθdz (35)

I3 =

∫ 0

−d

∫ 2π

0

f(z)ΓR,k
∂ΛI

∂r
Rεdθdz (36)
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Considering I2 first, we substitute the definitions of ΛI and ΓR,k given by

(17) and (12) respectively to obtain:

I2 =

∫ 0

−d

∫ 2π

0

( ∞∑
m=−∞

f(z)aI0m Jm(k0r) |r=Rε ×

∞∑
q=−∞

∞∑
n=1

σn(z)Rknq
∂Kq(knr)

∂r
|r=Rε

)
ei(m+q)θ Rεdθdz (37)

The only non-zero contributions of the terms ei(m+q)θ to the integral in θ arise

where m = −q and they are equal to 2π. Thus, (37) reads:

I2 = 2πRε
∞∑

m=−∞

∞∑
n=1

aI0mR
k
n,−m×

Jm(k0r)
∂K−m(knr)

∂r
|r=Rε

∫ 0

−d
f(z)σn(z)dz (38)

By means of the orthogonality properties of the depth functions:∫ 0

−d
cosh k0(d+ z) cos kn(d+ z)dz = 0 (39)

the depth integral in (38) vanishes. An analogous reasoning can be applied to

I3, and so finally:

I2 = I3 = 0 (40)

This shows that the second term of the summation on the right hand side of

equation (24), i.e. the near-field contribution of the radiated potential, has no

effect on the excitation force. Finally, (23) becomes:

∞∑
m=−∞

Gk
0ma

I
0m = 4

ρcgω
2

gk0

∞∑
m=−∞

(−1)mRk0−ma
I
0m (41)

This relation between the FTM and the RC expresses the original Haskind

relation in the framework of cylindrical wave fields theory. Furthermore, as

each partial wave is an eigenfunction of an orthogonal set, the identity (41)

holds element-wise and reads:

Gk
m = 4

ρcgω
2

gk0
(−1)mRk−m (42)
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In (42), the subindex n referring to evanescent terms has been omitted to sim-

plify notation. Hereafter, a single subindex will indicate that only the far-field

contribution to the potential is considered.

In the above derivation, the integration surface was chosen to be the cir-

cumscribing cylinder to the body. However, it was observed that the radius of90

the cylindrical control surface cancels out when the integral is evaluated. Thus,

it would have been equivalent to consider a cylinder at infinity and retain only

the leading terms of the asymptotic expression of the potential.

The expression of the excitation force in terms of the far-field radiation

potential is a classical result of hydrodynamics, which can be found for instance

in [10] or [18]:

F kex = − 4

k0
ρgAAk(θI + π)cg (43)

where F kex is the excitation force and Ak(θ), generally known as the Kochin

function, corresponds to the angular variation of the radially spreading wave in

the far-field representation of the potential. At leading order of the asymptotic

expansion for large r, the potential may be expressed as:

φ ∼ − ig
ω

cosh k0(z + h)

cosh k0h
A(θ)

(
2

πk0r

) 1
2

eik0r−iπ/4 (44)

Expression (43) could also have been used to obtain (41), taking into account

that the Kochin function is directly related to the asymptotic form of the cylin-

drical solution:

Ak(θ) =

∞∑
m=−∞

(−i)m iω
g
Rkme

imθ (45)

Equation (45) has been adapted to the notation and the far-field potential rep-

resentation of [10], and differs slightly from that given by [13]. Substituting (45)95

into (43) returns the same expression as in (41).

2.5. Radiation Damping Coefficients in terms of the far-field radiation potential

By applying Green’s theorem to two radiation potentials, the radiation

damping coefficients may be expressed in terms of the far-field radiation po-

tential. This is a classic result of hydrodynamics, whose derivation is briefly100

reviewed in this section and can be found for instance in [18].
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We consider the two radiation potentials φR,p and (φR,k)∗. By application

of Green’s theorem in the domain Ωint U Ωout:∫
Sb

(
φR,pnk − (φR,k)∗np

)
dS = −

∫
S∞

(
φR,p

∂(φR,k)∗

∂n
− (φR,k)∗

∂φR,p

∂n

)
dS

(46)

where the super-index ∗ represents the complex conjugate.

If we apply Green’s theorem again to the same domain and to the same

radiation potentials (now without taking the complex conjugate of φR,k) we can

deduce that: ∫
Sb

φR,p nkdS =

∫
Sb

φR,k npdS (47)

Thus: ∫
Sb

(φR,p)∗ nkdS =

∫
Sb

(φR,k)∗ npdS (48)

By substituting (48) into (46) we obtain:

Dpk = −ρω
2i

∫
S∞

(
φR,p

∂(φR,k)∗

∂n
− (φR,k)∗

∂φR,p

∂n

)
dS (49)

where Dpk represents the element p, k in the radiation damping coefficient ma-

trix, with p the direction of the force and k the degree of freedom.

Expression (49) can be simplified using (3):

Dpk = ρωk0

∫
S∞

φR,p
(
φR,k

)∗
dS (50)

from which the symmetry of Dpk and the positivity of Dpp are easily deduced.105

2.6. Relationship between the Force Transfer Matrix and the Damping coeffi-

cients

Now (50) can be used to derive a relationship between the diagonal terms

of the radiation damping coefficients matrix and the FTM.

By using the definition of the far-field radiated potential in cylindrical co-

ordinates (first term of the summation in (9)), equation (50) can be expressed

12



as:

Dpk = ρωk0

∫ 0

−d
f(z)2dz×∫ 2π

0

( ∞∑
m=−∞

RpmH
(1)
m (k0r) |r=R∞

∞∑
q=−∞

(
Rkq
)∗
H(2)
q (k0r) |r=R∞

)
ei(m−q)θR∞dθ

(51)

where R∞ represents the radius of a cylindrical control surface at infinity.110

The only non-zero contributions of the terms ei(m−q)θ to the integral in θ

occur where m = q and they are equal to 2π. Thus, the previous expression can

be written as:

Dpk = 2πR∞ρcg
ω2

g

∞∑
m=−∞

Rpm
(
Rkm
)∗
H(1)
m (k0r) |r=R∞ H(2)

m (k0r) |r=R∞ (52)

where the depth integral has been evaluated using (25).

The product of Hankel functions of the first and the second kind can be

rewritten using their definition in terms of the Bessel functions of the first and

the second kind:

H(1)
m H(2)

m = (Jm + iYm)(Jm − iYm) = J2
m + Y 2

m (53)

where the argument of the functions has been omitted for simplicity.

The asymptotic forms (z →∞) of the Bessel functions of the first and second

kind are [17]:

Jm(z) =

√
2

πz
cos(z − 1

2
mπ − 1

4
π) + O(|z|−1) (54)

Ym(z) =

√
2

πz
sin(z − 1

2
mπ − 1

4
π) + O(|z|−1) (55)

Thus:

J2
m(z) + Y 2

m(z) =

(√
2

πz

)2

(cos2(z − 1

2
mπ − 1

4
π)+

sin2(z − 1

2
mπ − 1

4
π)) =

2

πz
(56)

where the higher order terms of the asymptotic form have been neglected.
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By using (56), expression (52) becomes:

Dpk = 4ρcg
ω2

k0g

∞∑
m=−∞

Rpm
(
Rkm
)∗

(57)

For the diagonal terms of the damping matrix, i.e. p = k, using the fact that

the product of a complex number and its conjugate is zz̄ = |z|2 we have:

Dkk = 4ρcg
ω2

k0g

∞∑
m=−∞

|Rkm|2 (58)

where we note that the term 4ρcg
ω2

k0g
is exactly the same as in (42).

An equivalent form for expression (57) can be derived from equation 8.6.13

in [10], which relates the damping coefficients to the Kochin function:

Dpk =
2

πk0
ρgcg

∫ 2π

0

Ap(θ)A∗k(θ)dθ (59)

where A(θ) is as defined in (45).115

The result in (58) gives a relationship between the diagonal terms of the

radiation damping coefficients matrix and the RC. Commonly this relationship

is expressed in terms of the excitation forces as [19, eq.173,p.304]:

Dkk =
k

8πρgcg

∫ 2π

0

|F kex(θ)|2dθ (60)

where F kex(θ) is the excitation force on the fixed body due to an incident

wave propagating at an angle π + θ to the positive x-axis.

A similar expression can be obtained by using (42), which relates the ele-

ments of the FTM and the RC, and substituting it into (58), leading to:

Dkk =
gk0

4ρcgω2

∞∑
m=−∞

|Gk
m|2 (61)

3. Array

3.1. Generalisation of Haskind’s relation for an array of bodies

Expression (7) can be generalized to an array composed of Nb bodies by120

following a similar derivation to that shown in section 2.1 (see for instance

14



[11]). In this case, the body boundary condition (2) is expressed as:

∂ΦR,kii

∂n
=

n
ki on Si

0 on Sj (j 6= i)

(62)

where ΦR,kii is the potential of a wave radiated by body i in a mode of motion

ki and scattered by all the neighbouring bodies j at rest, and nki the boundary

condition on the radiation potential ΦR,kii .125

Then, the excitation force acting on a body i of an array composed of Nb

bodies can be written in terms of only the ambient and radiation potentials:

F kiex,i = iρω

∫
S

(
φI
∂ΦR,kii

∂n
− ΦR,kii

∂φI

∂n

)
dS (63)

where φI represents the ambient incident potential and S =
⋃
Si

By applying Green’s theorem to a domain limited by surface S and a control

surface at infinity (S∞), the excitation force can be evaluated using only the far

field potentials as:

F kiex,i = −iρω
∫
S∞

(
φI
∂ΦR,kii

∂n
− ΦR,kii

∂φI

∂n

)
dS (64)

3.2. Relationship between the Excitation Force and the Radiation Characteris-

tics

The representation of the incident and radiated potentials in expression (64),

relating the excitation force with the far-field potentials, follows as in the far-

field terms of (15) and (9) respectively. However, as the body is no longer in

isolation, the radiated potential of a body i moving in mode of motion ki will

be written as a sum of two contributions:

ΦR,kii = φR,kii +

Nb∑
j=1

φS,kij (65)

where ΦR,kii is the total radiated potential, φR,kii is the radiated potential by

body i in motion mode ki as if it was isolated and φS,kij is the potential scattered130
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by a body j in the array due to the wave radiated by body i moving in mode

of motion ki.

Using the far-field terms of (15) and (9), together with the fact that the

scattered potential can be expressed in terms of the same partial cylindrical

wave functions as the radiated potential, we obtain:

φR,kii (ri, θi, zi) = f(z)

∞∑
m=−∞

RkiimHm(k0ri) e
imθi (66)

φS,kij (rj , θj , zj) = f(z)

∞∑
m=−∞

AS,kijm Hm(k0rj) e
imθj (67)

where AS,kij represent the complex cylindrical partial wave coefficients of the

scattered potential by body j due to the motion of body i in motion mode ki.

As the potentials are expressed with respect to the local cylindrical reference

system centered at each body, we apply a coordinate transformation to express

all potentials with respect to the local reference system of body i. To express

the far-field coefficients from different sources with respect to a common origin,

[18] uses the asymptotic approximations for the relationship between local and

global coordinates. In this case, we make use of the multipole expansion matrix

Mij from Graff’s addition theorem, which expresses the scattered potential of

body i around the origin of the j-th coordinate system [8]:

ΥS
i (ri, θi, zi) = Mij ΥS

j (rj , θj , zj) (68)

where ΥS = Hm(k0r) e
imθ and the progressive terms of the multipole expansion

matrix are given by:

(Mij)
mq
nn = Jm−q(k0Lij) e

i(m−q)αij ; n = 0 (69)

where Lij is the separating distance between bodies i and j, αij the angle at135

body i between the positive x-direction and the line joining the center of i to

that of j in an anti-clockwise direction (Figure 2), indices m, q the angular-mode,

and n the depth-mode.

By applying (68) and using (66) and (67), equation (65) can be expressed
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Figure 2: Schematic of the plane view of two bodies of arbitrary geometry with the nomen-

clature and reference systems used in this paper.

as:140

ΦR,kii (ri, θi, zi) = f(z)

∞∑
m=−∞

RkiimHm(k0ri)e
imθi (70)

where Rkii is the vector of cylindrical coefficients expressing the radiated wave

by body i in a motion mode k and including all the scattered waves by all the

bodies in the array:

(Rkii )m =

Rkii +

Nb∑
j=1

[Mji]
T Akij


m

(71)

Finally, expression (64) can be evaluated in the same manner as (23), leading

to:

F kiex,i = 4
ρcgω

2

gk0

∞∑
m=−∞

(−1)maI,im R
ki
i−m (72)

By separating the contributions from vector (71), the excitation force acting

on body i in direction ki can also be expressed as:

F kiex,i =

∞∑
m=−∞

(
Gki
m + G̃ki

m

)
aI,im (73)

17



where G̃ki
m is defined as:

G̃ki
m = 4

ρcgω
2

gk0
(−1)m

 Nb∑
j=1

[Mji]
T Akij


m

(74)

In (73) we have separated the contributions to the excitation force from the

body itself, as if it was isolated (first term of the summation), and from the

hydrodynamic interactions with the rest of bodies in the array (second term).

Equation (72) could also have been derived, for instance, from expression

5.203 in [18], which is a generalization of (43) for an array of bodies and relates145

the excitation force on a body to the radiation far-field expressed at a global

origin, by substituting in it the expression of the Kochin function defined in

(45). In this case, the RC of the isolated body should be replaced by the vector

of cylindrical coefficients expressing the radiated wave by a body in the array,

including all the scattered waves by the neighbours, as in (71).150

3.3. Relationship between the Damping coefficients and the Radiation Potential

Similarly to the result presented in section 2.5, the radiation damping of a

body in the array can be expressed in terms of the far-field radiation potential.

Using this generalization, the damping force on oscillator i in a direction ki

due to a unit velocity motion of body j moving in a mode of motion kj can be

expressed as [11]:

D
pi,kj
ij = ρωk0

∫
S∞

Φ
R,kj
j

(
ΦR,pii

)∗
dS (75)

where D
pi,kj
ij is the radiation damping force on body i in a degree of freedom

pi due to a unitary velocity of body j in a degree of freedom kj , and Φ
R,kj
j and

ΦR,pii are respectively the radiated potentials from body j in a mode of motion

kj and body i in a mode of motion pi and scattered by the rest of the bodies in155

the array.

As in section 3.2, we express both potentials in the reference system local to

18



body i of the array, and thus:

ΦR,pii (ri, θi, zi) = f(z)

∞∑
m=−∞

RpiimHm(k0ri) e
imθi (76)

Φ
R,kj
j (ri, θi, zi) = f(z)

∞∑
m=−∞

RkjjmHm(k0ri) e
imθi (77)

where Rpii and Rkjj are:

Rpii = Rpii +

Nb∑
j=1

[Mji]
T Apij (78)

Rkjj = [Mji]
TR

kj
j +

Nb∑
j=1

[Mji]
T A

kj
j (79)

(75) can then be evaluated in a similar manner to (50), leading to:

D
pi,kj
ij = 4

ρcgω
2

gk0

∞∑
m=−∞

Rkjjm (Rpiim)
∗

(80)

If we set i = j and p = k, by separating the contributions from vectors (76) and

(77), expression (80) can be rewritten as:

Dki,ki
ii =

gk0
4ρcgω2

∞∑
m=−∞

|Gki
m|2+

gk0
4ρcgω2

∞∑
m=−∞

(
Gki
−m(G̃ki

m)∗ + (Gki
−m)∗G̃ki

m + |G̃ki
m|2
)

(81)

where the first term of the summation corresponds to the term of the damping

coefficient matrix Dk,k of the body in isolation (57), and the remaining terms

to the contribution from the multiple-scattering from the rest of bodies in the

array.160

Expression (80) can also be obtained, for instance, from equation 5.182 in

[18], using the expression for the Kochin function defined in (45), in which the

RC of the isolated body is replaced by the vector of cylindrical coefficients that

expresses the radiated wave by a body in the array including all the scattered

waves by the neighbours, as in (71).165
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4. Results and Discussion

In this section, the relationships derived in sections 2.4 and 2.6 are verified

numerically. Results are presented for a truncated vertical circular cylinder of

radius a, draft 2a in water depth 4a. In addition, the excitation forces and radi-

ation damping coefficients are computed using the identities derived in sections170

(3.2) and (3.3) for an array composed of four truncated vertical circular cylin-

ders of the same geometry separated by distance 4a (Figure 6). This particular

configuration was studied by [14] using the IT with semi-analytical expressions

for the hydrodynamic operators and showed that, for certain wave numbers, it

is prone to the phenomenon of near-trapped modes.175

The Radiation Characteristics (RC) presented in section 2.2 enable the wave

radiated by a body moving in a degree of freedom k to be expressed in the

form of equation (9), and can be computed for arbitrary geometries using two

different methodologies [4, 2], a comparison of which can be found in [9]. In this

section the former method is used, implemented in the open-source BEM solver180

NEMOH 1.

The mesh used for the calculations is the same as in [9]. A sensitivity study

of the angular modes truncation (M) was performed to ensure convergence of

the results computed with the IT.

4.1. Isolated body185

Figures 3 - 4 show the progressive terms of the FTM in surge and roll

respectively, computed both by means of our BEM solver, using its capability to

solve the diffraction problem for partial cylindrical waves, and by means of the

RC (also computed with our BEM solver using the methodology of [4]), using

the identity (42). Excellent agreement between the two approaches is observed.190

As mentioned in [9], only partial waves associated with angular modes m = 1

and m = −1 are required to express the radiated wave by a cylinder moving in

surge. The RC are directly related to the FTM terms by expression (42), from

1http://lheea.ec-nantes.fr/doku.php/emo/nemoh/start
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Figure 3: Real (a) and Imaginary (b) parts of the FTM progressive terms in the surge (k=1)

degree of freedom for a cylinder of radius a, draft (d−h = 2a) in a water depth (d = 4a). The

solid line (direct) corresponds to the direct calculation of the FTM using our BEM solver.

The dotted line (indirect) is calculated from the RC computed with our BEM solver and by

using the right-hand side of equation (42).

which it follows that only the same modes of the incident cylindrical waves will

exert a force on the body.195

Figure 5 shows the diagonal radiation damping coefficients for surge and roll

computed in the standard manner using our BEM solver and by means of the

FTM terms using the identity in (61). A very good match between results can

be appreciated with a slight numerical inaccuracy of 2% for roll at the region of

wavenumbers (ka > 1.5).200

4.2. Array

Figure 7 shows the variation of the excitation force with wave number in

surge and heave for cylinders 1-2 (Figure 6) and for an incident wave propagating

with direction β = 0. Results obtained by [14] are shown, and compared to

our computation using the IT, for which hydrodynamic operators have been205

obtained using our BEM solver. Very good agreement between them is found.
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Figure 4: Real (a) and Imaginary (b) parts of the FTM progressive terms in the Roll (k=4)

degree of freedom for a cylinder of radius a, draft (d−h = 2a) in a water depth (d = 4a). The

solid line (direct) corresponds to the direct calculation of the FTM using our BEM solver.

The dotted line (indirect) is calculated from the RC computed with our BEM solver and by

using the right-hand side of equation (42).
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Figure 5: Diagonal radiation damping coefficients for the degrees of freedom Surge (a) and

Roll (b) of a cylinder of radius a, draft (d − h = 2a) in a water depth (d = 4a). The solid

line (direct) corresponds to the direct calculation of the damping coefficients using our BEM

solver. The dotted line (indirect) is calculated from the FTM computed with our BEM solver

and by using the right-hand side of equation (61).

Figure 6: Schematic representation of an array composed of four truncated vertical cylinders

of radius a and separated by a distance between centers 4a. β = 0 corresponds to the positive

x− axis.
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Figure 7: Non-dimensional excitation forces in Surge (a) and Heave (b) for the cylinders

1-2 in the array shown in Figure 6 from an incident plane wave with propagation direction

(β = 0) and amplitude A . The solid line reproduces the results by [14]; the dotted green

line has been computed with the IT by [1] by using our BEM solver to compute the required

hydrodynamic operators and the dotted blue line by means of the right-hand side of equation

(72). The black dotted lines (− · −·) and (· · ··) correspond respectively to the contribution

to the total excitation force from the isolated body and from the hydrodynamic interactions

with the neighbours and have been computed from the first and second terms of equation (73)

respectively.

In addition, the excitation forces computed by means of the relationship (72)

are shown. Again, very good agreement with the previous methodologies is

observed, despite a slight overestimation of the peaks for surge, mainly at low

wave numbers (ka < 1). An irregular frequency at ka = 3.8 (surge) and ka = 2.4210

(heave) can also be observed. Also shown are the contributions to the total

excitation force from the isolated body on one hand and from the hydrodynamic

interactions on the other hand, which were computed separately using expression

(73). Only the modulus is displayed here, so the curves cannot be directly

summed.215

One would normally compute the excitation forces using the FTM, which
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Figure 8: Non-dimensional excitation forces in Surge (a) and Heave (b) for the cylinder 1 in

the array shown in Figure 6 from an incident plane wave with propagation direction (β = π/4)

and amplitude A . The legend follows as in Figure 7

sums the individual contributions to the total excitation force from each partial

incident wave by solving a diffraction problem. The verification provided by

equation (72) is powerful from two points of view. First, it does not make

use of diffraction, but rather the cylindrical coefficients of a radiation problem.220

Second, a summation of all the cylindrical coefficients is performed prior to

multiplication by a scalar quantity, which can be, for instance, in the order

of 107 times higher in magnitude than each individual partial wave coefficient,

improving the global accuracy of the computation.

The near-trapped modes phenomenon only occurs at specific propagating225

directions of the incident waves, in this case for β = π/4, for the layout analyzed.

As shown in Figure 8, the excitation force in surge for cylinders 1-2 has a sharp

peak at ka = 1.66. Similarly to Figure 7, a very good match is observed between

the results by [14] and those obtained from the application of the IT. A slight

overestimation of the peaks for surge, mainly at low wave numbers (ka < 1), is230

observed for the results computed using expression (72).
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Figures 9 - 12 show the variation of the radiation damping coefficients with

wave number. Results are computed with the IT, making use of the hydrody-

namic operators obtained with our BEM code, as well as from expression (80),

and compared to [14]. In general, good agreement between the three methodolo-235

gies can be observed, apart from slight under- and overestimation of the results

computed using the relationship (80) at several wave numbers. Slight frequency

irregularities can be detected at the same wave numbers detailed for the excita-

tion forces. Figure 12 shows the separate contributions from the isolated body

and from the hydrodynamic interaction to the diagonal radiation damping co-240

efficients computed by means of expression (81). For the surge mode of motion,

the effect of the hydrodynamic interactions is clearly observed at ka = 1.66.

The differences in the results by [14] obtained at low wave numbers (ka ≤ 1)

are mainly attributable to discrepancies between the semi-analytical solution

and the BEM solver, which has also been shown by [20]. For the rest of the245

wave number range, discrepancies are due to numerical inaccuracies in the cal-

culations performed with the methodology implemented.

5. Conclusions

Simple relationships between the Force Transfer Matrix (FTM) and the Ra-

diation Characteristics (RC), and between the radiation damping coefficients250

and the FTM were obtained following two different derivations. The first iden-

tity enables faster calculation of the RC, as it removes the need to solve any

radiation problem or to numerically integrate the source strengths over the wet-

ted surface of the body, as is required by the methodology of [4].

Numerical validations of the relationships for a truncated vertical circular255

cylinder were carried out. Very good agreement was observed between the FTM

and radiation damping coefficients computed with our BEM solver and the same

quantities obtained from the RC and the FTM respectively by means of the new

relationships derived.

The excitation force for a body in the array was expressed as a function of260
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Figure 9: Non-dimensional Surge coupling radiation damping coefficients between two cylin-

ders (1-3 in a); 1-4 in b)) in the array shown in Figure 6. The first index indicates the cylinder

on which the radiation force is evaluated due to the motion of the body indicated by the

second index. The solid line reproduces the results by [14]; the dotted green line has been

computed with the IT by [1] using our BEM solver to compute the required hydrodynamic

operators and the dotted blue line by means of the right-hand side of equation (80).

Figure 10: Non-dimensional Heave coupling radiation damping coefficients between two cylin-

ders (1-3 in a); 1-4 in b)) in the array shown in Figure 6. The legend follows as in Figure

9.
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Figure 11: Non-dimensional Heave-Surge coupling radiation damping coefficients between two

cylinders (1-3 in a); 1-4 in b)) in the array shown in Figure 6. The legend follows as in Figure

9.

its RC and the scattering coefficients of a radiation multiple-scattering prob-

lem. In addition, the radiation damping coefficients for the bodies in an array

have been related to both their RC and the scattering coefficients of a radia-

tion problem. Numerical verifications of these identities were performed using

the array of four truncated vertical circular cylinders studied by [14]. Good265

agreement was obtained between their results, the standard calculation of both

the excitation forces and the radiation damping coefficients using the IT with

its associated hydrodynamic operators computed with NEMOH, and the same

quantities calculated from both the RC and the scattering coefficients associated

with a radiation problem.270

The derived expressions were used to compute the separate contributions

to the excitation force in surge and to the surge coupling radiation damping

coefficients on a body in the array, from the body itself as if it was isolated, and

from the hydrodynamic interactions with its neighbours. The effect of trapped

modes at specific wavelengths, characterized by a large increase in the force on275
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Figure 12: Non-dimensional diagonal Surge (a) and Heave (b) radiation damping coefficients

of cylinder 1 in the array shown in Figure 6. The solid line reproduces the results by [14]; the

dotted green line has been computed with the IT by [1] using our BEM solver to compute the

required hydrodynamic operators and the dotted blue line by means of the right-hand side

of equation (80). The black dotted lines (− · −·) and (· · ··) correspond respectively to the

contribution to the total radiation force from the isolated body and from the hydrodynamic

interactions with the neighbours and have been computed from the first and second terms of

equation (81) respectively.
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the body caused by hydrodynamic interactions, has been clearly observed, as

expected.

It is believed that the novel relationships derived herein can be used to speed

up the computation of the RC of the body, as well as to test the accuracy of

the interaction theory implemented.280
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